
SW L RED 5PCS

About Item

1. Easy string replacement: Upgrade your string replacement process with the classic guitar
string winder. Use 5 Core guitar peg winder & replace your strings in seconds!

2. Durable Construction Build to last: Crafted from durable and resilient red plastic, ensuring
long-lasting use. This guitar string tool has the strength for the rigors of regular use.

3. Quick and safe pin removal: Equipped with a bridge pin puller for effortless and faster pin
removal. It saves time and makes your guitar tuning hassle-free.

4. Compact & portable: The guitar string winder is small yet feature-packed, making it easy to
carry and store. A must-have accessory for every guitarist.

5. Commitment to quality: At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track
record of delivering the highest quality product since 1984.

Product Description

Transform your string replacement experience with the revolutionary classing guitar
string winder. With its durable red plastic construction, this tool ensures reliable use for
years to come. No more struggling to remove bridge pins-the guitar string winder tool
features a bridge pin puller that effortlessly and swiftly takes care of the task.

Say goodbye to wasted time and hello to efficiency! Whether you're a seasoned
musician or a beginner, this guitar peg winder is a game-changer for all guitar
enthusiasts. Embrace the convenience and precision of the guitar winder and take your
musical journey to new heights. Upgrade today and feel the difference in every strum!

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.

Features



Time-saving Bridge pin removal Improve efficiency Trusted companion

The guitar string
winder allows you to
replace guitar strings
in seconds, saving
you valuable time
during your practice
session &
performance.

The bridge pin
puller effortlessly
removes bridge
pins with ease,
eliminating the
hassle & frustration
of struggling to
remove them
manually.

With its efficient
design & functionality,
the guitar winder
enhances your overall
guitar maintenance
process. Play more
and spend less time
on setup!

The guitar peg
winder is a trusted
choice among
musicians, endorsed
by professionals, and
loved by guitar
enthusiasts
worldwide.

Product specification:

● Color: Transparent Red
● Material: Plastic
● Item Weight: 0.33 lbs
● Product Dimensions: 7 x 5.5 x 2 inches

Package information:

● 5x Guitar string winder

Usages

Use the winder for rapid string replacement.

Use the string winder for regular maintenance.

Ideal for artists who want to prepare the guitar fast.

The guitar winder is used for consistent string setup.

Facilitate smooth string changes during practice sessions.



Benefits of products

Swift and easy removal of bridge pins.

Effortless & speedy string replacement.

Saves valuable time during string changes.

A reliable companion for all your guitar maintenance.

Eliminates the hassle of struggling with manual bridge pin removal.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Superior build quality.

Built-in bridge pin puller.

Rapid string replacement.

Ergonomically designed for comfortable grip.

Suitable for beginners & experienced musicians.

Why 5 Core



5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

2 in 1 design Yes No

Superior build Yes No

Multi-Purpose Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A



Question: Can beginners use the Winder classic?

Answer: Absolutely! The classic winder is user-friendly and suitable for both beginners
& experienced musicians.

Question:What is the purpose of the pin puller?

Answer: The pin puller is designed to remove bridge pins effortlessly, making the task
of changing strings much easier and faster.

Question: Does this peg winder work with all types of guitars?

Answer: Yes, the guitar peg winder is compatible with most standard guitars, including
acoustic & electric guitars.

Question: Is it durable?

Answer: Yes, the guitar string winder tool is constructed with durable red plastic,
ensuring it can withstand regular use and provide lasting performance.

Question: How does the guitar string winder work for string replacement?

Answer: The string winder allows you to replace guitar strings quickly by winding them
in seconds, saving you valuable time during setup.


